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thereby the interest of our country would are thought to be well adapted to the pro- ry of the Treasury, to close the business of
be must effectually promoted. This course lection of our frontiers. AH the force, not toe trading houses among the Indian tribes
has been systematically4pursued in the late placed in the garrison along the coast, and and to settle the accounts of the Factors and
occurrences with France and Great Brit in the ordinance depots, and indispensably t Sub-factors engaged in that trade and" to
r _
WASHINGTON, DEC. 3.
This day the President of the Uni ain, and in strict accord with the views of necessary
necessarv there,
thero. is
ia placed
nl«rpd on
nn the
tho. fron
frnn. f execute, in all Other respects, the’ injunc
A confident hope is enter tiers.
ted States transmitted to both Houses of the legislature.
tions of that act, in the mode prescribed
tained, that, by the arrangement thus com
Congress the following
The organization of the several erbp^ therein. A final report of their proceed
menced with each, all differences respect composing the army is such as to admit its ings shall be Communicated to Congress as
MESSAGE.
ing navigation and commerce, with the do expansion to a great extent in case of emer soon as it is received.
Fellow-citizens of the Senate
minions in question, will be adjusted, and a gency, the officers carrying with them all
It is with great regret that I have to
and House of Representatives .•
solid foundation be laid for an active and rhe light which they possess, to
„ the
.... new
.....r state, that a serious malady has deprived
Many causes unite to make your pres
permanent intercourse, which will prove-cJ ] } to which they migl;ht be appointed.
us ot mahy valuable citizens at Pensacola
ent meeting peculiarly interesting to our qualiyAixlxantageoua4o both parties.
the staff*,
staff; there
thereJ and checked the progress of some of those’
With the organizationi of the;
constituents. The operation of our laws
The decision of His Imperial Majesty is equal cause to be satisfied. By the HWP I aftfangements, which are important to the
on the various subjects to which they apply,
the Emperor of Russia, on the question centration. of
„ every
- branch,- with its chief in territory, This effect has been sensibly
with the amendments which they occasional
submitted to him by the United Stales and f
‘ Department, , felt in respect to the Indians who inhabit
tins city, in the presence ot the
ly require, imposes, annually, an important
Great Britain, concerning the construction and with a grade in the chief military sta- I that territory, consisting of the remnants
duty on the Representatives of a free people.
of the first Article of the Treaty of Ghent, tion, to keep alive and cherish a military ! of several tribes, who occupy the middle
Our system has happily advanced to such
has been received. A convention has since ; opwn,
spirit, the
greatest
promptitude in the
exe-- i; grounu
ground oetween
between st.
St. Augustine and PensaPensa
u<c8
iuucii piuiupuiuuc
me vau
maturity, that lam not aware that your
been concluded, between the parties, under cution of orders, with the greatest economy | cola, with extensive claims, but undefined
cares, in that respect, will be augmented. the meditation of His Imperial Majesty, to !
I and efficiency, are secured.
The same j boundaries. Although peace is preserved
Other causes exist which are highly inter
prescribe the mode by which that article •I view is taken of the Military Academy. ; with those Indians, yet their position and
esting to the whole civilized world, and to
shall be carried into effect, in conformity 1 Good order is preserved in it, and the youth ; claims tend essentially te interrupt the inno portion of it more so,.in certain views,
with the decision. I shall submit this Con_____ _____in every
___ _________
~ between «.uc
i and western
are well instructed
science,7 ___
con-_ j________
tercourse
the caaic
eastern
than to the United States. Of these causes, vention to the Senate for its advice and- i nected
with the great objects of the Institu- / parts of the territory, on whict^mm^huh^
and of their bearing on the interests of our consent acIfttliR raf ifirafinn n.wl if.sk
U...............
S i .trained
.1 and
..„.1 dis
a:.  ( T*______
.
UUI 111040«
consent, as to the ratification, and, if ob- j tion. They
are also well
itants are principally
settled, "ft"is
essen
Union, 1 shall communicate the sentiments
tained, shall immediately bring the subject \ ciplined in the practical parts of the pro- tial to the growth and prosperity of the ter
which i have formed, with that freedom
before Congress, for such provisions as ' fession. It has always been found difficult ritory, as well as to the intercourse of the
which a sense of duty dictates. It is p -opmay require the interposition of the Legis- to control the ardor inseparable from that Union, that these Indians should be remov
er, however, to invite your attention, in the laHn c.
j early age, in such a manner as to give it a ed, by special compact with them, to some
first instance, to those concerns respecting
In compliance with an Act of the last ' proper direction. The rights of manhood other position, or concentrated within nar
which legislative provision is thought to be Session, a Territorial Government has been are too often claimed, prematurely, in presrower limits where they are. With the
particular/y urgent.
established in Florida, on the principles of sing which too far, the respect which is due limited means in the power of the Execu
On, the 24 th of June last, a convention of
our system. By this Act, the inhabitants to age, and the obedience necessary to a tive, instructions were given to the governor
navigation and commerce was concluded, are secured in the full enjoyment of their
in this city, between the United States and rights and liberties, and to, admission into course of study and instruction, in every to accomplish this object, so far as it might
such institution, arc sometimes lost sight be practicable, which was prevented by 'the
France, by ministers duly authorized for
the Union, with equal participation in the
the purpose. The sanction of the Execu Government with the original States, on of. The great object to be accomplished, distressing malady referred to. To carry
tive having been given to this convention, the condition heretofore prescribed to other is the restraint of that ardor by such wise it fully into effect in either mode, additional
under a conviction that, taking all its stip Territories. By a clause in the ninth Ar regulations and government, as, by direct funds will be necessary, to the provision bf
ulations into view, it rested essentially on a ticle of the Treaty with Spain, by which ing all the energies of the youthful mind, to which the powers of Congress alone are
the attainment of useful knowledge, will competenti——With a view to süch provision
basis of reciprocal and equal advantage, I
that Territory was ceded to the United keept it within ujust- ____________
subordination,7 and at
deemed it my duty, in compliance with the States, it is stipulated that satisfaction shall the same time elevate it to the highest pur- as may be deeffied proper, the subject is Sub
mitted to your consideration, and, in the in
authority vested in the Executive by the be made for the injuries, if any, which, by
rn;i= object seems to be essentially terim, further proceedings are suspended.
poses. rThis
second section of the act of the last session» process of law, shall be established to have
It appearing that so much of the act, en
of the 6th May, concerning navigation, to been suffered, by the Spanish officers, and ; obtained in this institution, and with great
advantage to the Union.
titled
“■ An act regulating thè staff of the
suspend, by proclamation, until the end of individual Spanish inhabitants, by the late j
The Military Academy forms the basis, army ” which passed on the 14th April,
the next session of Congress, the operation operations of our troops in Florida. No .......
.. ...........
in regard to ______
science,7..............
on which
the
Milita- 1818, as relates to the commissariat^ will
oi the act, entitled “ An art to impose a new provision having yet been made to carry < iy
Establishment rents.. It
1: furnishes
T,
antonnage duty on French ships and vessels, that stipulation into effect, it is submitted to j nually, after due examination, and on the expire in Aprii next, and
and for other purposes,” and to suspend the consideration of Congress, whether it report of the Academic Staff, many well in eration of that department having evinced
likewise all other duties on French vessels, will not be proper to vest the competent ; formed youths, to fill the vacancies which its great utility, the propriety of its renew
or the goods imported in them, which ex power in the District Court at Pensacola, i occur in the several corps of the army, al is submitted to your consideration.
The view which has bfcen taken of th©
ceeded the duties on American vessels, and er in some tribunal, to be specially organ- while others, who retire to private life, carprobable productiveness of the lead minès^
on similar goods imported in them. I shall ized for the pur pose.
! ry with them such attainments, as, under connected with the importance Of the mate
submit this convention, forthwith, to the
The fiscal operations of the year have Î the right reserved to the several states, to rial to the---- ----------------public
defence, makes
it expedK
Senate, for its advice and consent, as to the been more successful than had been antici
appoint the officers and to train the Militia, ent that they should be managed with pecu
ratification.
pated at the commencement of the last ses will enable them, by affording a wider field liar care. It is, therefore, suggested,
Since your last session, the prohibition sion of Congress.
for selection, to promote the great object of whether it will not Comport with the publié
which bad been imposed on the commerce
The receipts into the Treasury, during the power vested in Congress of providing interest, to provide, by law, for the ap
between the United States and the British the three first quarters of the year have ex
for the organizing, arming, and disciplin pointment of an agents skilled in mineralocolonies, in the West Indies, and on this ceeded the sum of fourteen millions seven
ing the Militia. Thus, by the mutual and gy.to superintend thelh, under thè direction
continent, has likewise been removed. Sat hundred and forty-five thousand dollars.
harmonious co-operation the two govern of the proper department.
isfactory evidence having been adduced, The payments made at the Treasury dur
ments in the execution of a power divided
It is understood that the Cumberland
that the ports of those colonies has been o- ing the same period, have exceeded twelve
between them, an object always to be cher road which was constructed at a great ex
ppned to the vessels of the United States, millions two hundred and seventy-nine
ished, the attainment of a great result, on pense^ has already suffered, from thè want
by an act of the British Parliament, bear thousand dollars» Leaving in the Treas
which our liberties may depend, cannot fail of that regular superinténdance, & of those
ing date on the 24th of June last, on the ury on the 30th day of September last, (in
to be secured. 1 have to add that in pro repairs, which are indispensable to the pre
conditions specified therein, I deemed it cluding one million one hundred and sixtyportion as our regular force is small, should
proper, in compliance with the provision of eight thousand five hundred and ninety-1 the instruction and discipline of the Militia, servation of such a work. This road is of
the first section of the act of the last session two dollars and twenty-four cents which I the great resource on which we rely, be incalculable advantage, in facilitating the
. V—
................. ........ .
intercourse between the Western and Atlan-»
above recited, to déclare, by proclamation, were in the Treasury on the first day of
’pushed to thé utmost extent that circum tic States. Through it the whole country,
bearing date on the 24th of August last, January last) a sum exceeding four millions
stances will admit.
from thè northern extremity of Lake Erie
that the ports of the United States should one hundred and twenty-eight thousand dol
A Report from the Secretary of the Na tb the Mississippi, and from all the waters
thenceforward, and until the end of the lars.
vy will communicate the progress which W’hich empty into each, finds an easy and
next session of Congress, be open to the
Besides discharging all demands for the has been made in the construction of ves direct communication to the Seat of Gov
vessels of Great Britain employed in that current service of the year, including
sels of war, with other interesting details, ernment, and thence to the Atlantic. The
trade, under the limitation specified in that the interest and reimbursement of the
respecting the actual state of the affairs of facility which it affords to all military and
proclamation.
public debt, the six per cent, stock of that Department. It has been found ne commercial operations, and also to those of
A doubt was entertained whether the act 1796 amounting to eighty thousand dollars,
cessary for the protection of our commerce the post-office department, cannot be esti
of Congress applied to the British colonies has been redeemed. It is estimated that,
to maintain the usual squadrons on the Med mated too highly. This great work is also
on this continent, as well as to those in the after defraying the current expenses of the
iterranean, the Pacific, and along the At an ornament and honour to the nation,
West Indies ; butas the act of Parliament present quarters, and redeeming the two
lantic Coast, extending the cruizes of the Believing that a competent power to adopt
opened the intercourse equally with both, millions of six per cent, stock of 1820, there
latter into the West-indies, where piracy^ and execute a system of internal improve
and it was the manifest intention of Con will remain in the Treasury, on the first
organized into a system, has preyed on the ment has not been granted to Congress,
gress, as well as the obvious policy of the day of January next, nearly three millions
commerce of every country trading thither. but that such a power, confined to great na
United States, that the provisions of the •of dollars. It is estimated that the .gross
A cruize has also been maintained on the tional purposes, and with proper limita
act of Parliament should be meet, in equal J amount of duties which have been secured
Coast, of Africa, when the season would tions, would be productive of eminent ad
extent, on the part of the United States, from the first of January to the 30th of
permit, for the suppression of the Slave vantage to our Union, I have thought it
and as also the act of Congress was suppos I September last, nas exceeded nineteen mil
Trade, and orders have been given to the adviseable that an amendment of the Con
ed to vest in the Président some discretion lions five hundred thousand dollars ; and
commanders of all our public ships, to seize stitution to that effect should be recommend
in the execution of it, i thought it advisa- ‘ the amount for the whole ^ear will probaour own vessels, should they find any, en ed to the several States. A bill which as
file to give it a corresponding construction. i bly not fall short of twenty-three millions
gaged in that trade, and to bring them in sumed the right to adopt and execute such
Should the constitutional sanction of the ! of dollars.
for adjudication.
a system, having been presented for my
Senate be given to the ratification of the I
Of the actual force in service under the
In the West Indies piracy is of recent signature, at the last session, 1 waâ com
convention with France, legislative provis present Military Establishment, the posts
date, which may explain the cause why oth pelled, from the view I had taken of the
ion will be necessary to carry it fully into at which it is stationed, and the condition
er powers have not combined against it. powers of the General Government, to ne
effect, as it likewise will be to continue in of each post, a report, from the Secretary
By the documents communicated, it will be gative it, on which occasion 1 thought it
force, on such conditions as may be deemed of War, which is now communicated, will
seen that the efforts of the United States to proper to communicate the sentiments
just à proper-the intercourse which has been give a distinct idea. By like reports the
suppress it have had a very salutary effect. which I had formed, on mature delibera
opened between the United States and the state of the Academy at West Point will be
The benevolent provision of the act, under tion, on the whole subject To that com
British colonies. Every light in the pos seen, as well as the progress which has been
which, the protection has been extended a- munication, in all the views in which the
session of the Executive, will, in due time, made in the fortifications along the coast,
like to the commerce of other nations, can great interests to which it relates may be
be communicated on both subjects.
and at the National Armories and Arseh- not fail to be duly appreciated by them,
supposed to merit your attention, I have
Resting essentially on a basis of recipro ; als.
In compliance with the act of last ses now to refer. Should Congress, however,
cal and equal advantage, it has been the ob
The position on the Red River, and that sion, entitled £fi An act to abolish the Uni deem it improper to recommend such an aject of the Executive, in transactions with at the Sauk of St. Marie, arc the only new
ted States^ Trading Establishments,” A- mehdment, they have according to my
other powers, to meet the propositions of posts that have been taken. These posts,
gents were immediately appointed, and in judgment, the right to keep the road in re
each with a liberal spirit, believing that with those already occupied in the interior,
structed, under the direction of the Secreta- pair, by providing for the superiutendance
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was 250 feet, the breadth almost eighty, and
Other objects will likewise claim your and to surpass all others in sustaining the the depth of it about twenty. The earth of
of it, and appropriating the money necessa
necessary
burthens,
and
in
submitting
to
ry for repairs. Surely, if they had a right attention, because, from the station which sacrifices to make such preparations, it is it is a blue clay without stones ; many round
to appropriate money to make the road, the United States hold, as a member of the undoubtedly the people of those States.
bullets were within it v* liich seem to be of
they have a right to appropriate it to pre great community of nations, they have rights
the
same clay hardened. I had this relation
When we see that a civil war, of the most
serve the road from ruin. From the exer to maintain, duties to perform, and dangers frightful character, rages from the Adriatic from Major William Phillips, who dwelleth
cise of this power, no danger is to be appre to encounter.
not far from the place, and Mr. Halekeiadon
A strong hope was entertained, that peace to the Black Sea ; that strong symptoms of
hended. Under our happy system, the peo
Symons who went to the place and took ve
war
appear
in
other
parts,
proceeding
from
ple are the sole and exclusive fountain ol would, ere this, have been concluded be causes which, should it break out, may be ry good notice, and brought me the same
power. Each government originates from tween Spain and the independent govern come general, and be of long duration ; that report of the truth, and manner of it, which
them, and to them alone, each to its proper ments south of the United States in this the war still continues between Spain and I before received by a letter from Major
constituents, are they respectively and sole hemisphere. Long experience having evin the Independent Governments, her late Phillips in answer to my letter of inquiry.
ly responsible, for the faithful discharge of ced the competency of those governments to Provinces, in this hemisphere ; that it is I had from them some few of those rbund
their duties, within their constitutional lim maintain the independence which they had likewise menaced between Portugal and bullets, which were found upon that now
its. And that the people will confine their ¡ declared, it was presumed that the consid- Brazil, in consequence of the attempt of the upper part which before was the lower or
I erations which induced their recognition by
public agents, of every station, to the strict ¡
latter to dismember itself from the former ; inner bowlels of the hill, as also a small shell
line of their constitutional duties, there is the United States, would have had equal and that a system of piracy of great extent or two, of a kind of shell fish, like some shell
Ho cause to doubt. Having, however, com weight with other powers, and that Spain is maintained in the neighboring seas, fish commonly found where the sea flows,
municated my sentiments to Congress, at herself, yielding to those magnanimous feel which will require equal vigilance and de but how they should be within the hill is
the fast session, fully in the document to ings,. of which her history furnishes so ma cision to suppress it, the reasons for sus strange to consider.”
which 1 have referred, respecting the right ny examples, would have terminated, on taining the attitude which we now hold,
In the Rev. William Hubbard’s history
of appropriation, as distinct from the right that basis, a controversy so unavailing, and, and for pushing forward all our measures of New-England is the following account.
of jurisdiction and sovereignty over the ter at the same time, so destructive. We still of defence with the utmost vigor, appear to « At a place called Kennebunk, at the north
ritory in question, 1 deem it improper to cherish the hope that this result will not me to acquire new force.
east side of Weils, in the province oi Maine
long be postponed. Sustaining our neutral
enlarge on the subject here.
not far from the river side, a piece of cl ay
The
United
States
owe
to
the
world
a
From the best information that I have- position, and allowing to each party, while gréât example, and, by means thereof, to ground was thrown up by a mineral vapour
been able to obtain, it appears that our (he war continues, equal rights, it is iiffum* the cause of liberty and humanity, a gen as was supposed, over the tops of high oaks
manufactures, though depressed immedi bent on the United States to claim of each, erous support. They have so far succeed that grew between it and the river. The
ately after the peace, have considerably in with equal rigour, the faithful observance ed, to the satisfaction of the virtuous and said ground so thrown up, fell in the chan
creased, and are still increasing under the of our rights, according to the well known
enlightened of every country. There is no nel oïthe river, stopping the course thereof
Á encouragement given them by the Tariff of law of nations. From each, therefore, a
reason to doubt, that their whole movement and tearing an hole forty yards square in
1816, and by the subsequent laws. Satis like co-operation is expected in the suppres
will be regulated by a sacred regard to prin the place whence it was thrown, in which
sion
of
the
piratical
practice
which
has
fied I am, whatever may be the abstract
ciple, all our institutions being founded on were found thousands of round bullets like
doctrine in favor of unrestricted commerce, grown out of this war, and of blockades of
that basis. The ability to support our own musket bullets. All the whole town of Wells
’
extensive
coasts
on
both
seas,
which,
con

provided all nations would concur in it, and
cause, under any trial to which it may be are witnesses of the truth of this relation.
sidering
the
small
force
employed
to
sustain
it was not liable to be interrupted by war,
exposed, is the great point on which the This accident fell out in the year 1670.”
which has never occured, and cannot be ex them, have not the slightest foundation to
It does not seem probable, nor even pos
public solicitude rests. It has been often
pected, that there are other strong reasons, rest on.
sible,
that a circumstance which is here re
charged
against
free
governments,
that
they
Europe is still unsettled, and although
applicable to our situation and relations
have neither the foresight nor the virtue, to lated, as so strange, and which was consid
the
war
long
menaced
between
Russia
and
with oilier countries, which impose on us
provide, at the proper season, for great em ered by the most enlightened of those days,
the obligation to cherish and sustain our Turkey has not broken out, there is no cer
ergencies
; that theii course is improvident as such a “ prodigious wonder,” could have
manufactures. Satisfied, however, I like tainty that the differences between those
and expensive ; that war will always find been one of those occurrences, probably not
powers
will
be
amicably
adjusted.
It
is
wise am, that the interest of every part of
them unprepared, and, whatever may be its less common in those days than at the pre
our Union, even of those most benefited by impossible to look to the oppressions of the
calamities, that its terrible warnings will be sent time, of the gliding of a portion of the
country,
respecting
which
those
differences
manufactares, requires that this subject
disregarded and forgotten, as soon as peace soil from the bank into the river. No doubt
should be touched with the greatest caution, arose, without being deeply affected. rl he
returns. I have full confidence that this can be entertained that from some violent
mention
of
Greece
fills
the
mind
with
the
and a critical knowledge of the effect to be
charge,
so far as relates to the United operation of the elements a great, and unu
produced by the slightest change.—-On full most exalted sentiments, and arouses in our
States,
will
be shewn to be utterly destitute sual eruption of the earth took place at
consideration of the subject in all its rela bosoms the best feelings of which our na
that time ; -and perhaps it may be to a simi
of truth.
ture
is
susceptible.
Superior
skill
and
re

tions, I am persuaded, that a further aug
lar cause, that is to be ascribed, that trem
JAMES
MONROE.
mentation may now be made of the duties of finement in the arts, heroic gallantry in ac
ulous motion, which has been perceptible,
Washington?^ December 3, 1822.
tion,
disinterested
patriotism,
enthusiastic
certain foreign articles, in favor of our own,
at intervals, for the last three years in so
and without affecting-injuriously, any other zeal and devotion in favor of public and
many houses situated near the banks of the
personal
liberty,
are
associated
with
our
interest. For more precise details, I refer
Mousam.
H.
you to the communications which were made recollections of ancient Greece. That such
F
or
the
K
ennebunk
G
azette
.
a
country
should
have
been
overwhelmed,
vto Congress during the last session.
So great was the amount of accounts for and so long hidden, as, it were, from the
I—»o
moneys advanced during the late war, in world, under a gloomy despotism, has been Mr. Remich,
It is probably unknown to many of your
addition to others of a previous date, which, | a cause of unceasing ahd deep regret to gen
THE EXTRACT.
readers and to most of the inhabitants of
in the regular operations of the government, erous minds for ages past, it was natural,
this town, that the following singular phe Extract of a letterfrom Smyrna, Sept, 30*
therefore,
that
the
re-appearance
of
those
necessarily remained unsettled, that it re
1822.
nomenon is recorded in some. historical
quired a considerable length of time for people in their original character, contend
u We have news here from the Mores,
works-relative to-this country, as having
ing
in.f^vpr
o£
their
liberties,
_
should
pro

their adjustment.
tlrat the Greeks have the upper band of the
—m
rqrorrfrom theTst Comptroller of duce that great excitement and sympathy in occurred in Kennebunk. 1 do not know
Turks, and completely destroyed their ar
the Treasury, it appears, that on the fourth their favor, which have been so signally that any tradition of such an event is still
my of 22,000 men near Corinth. Equal
remaining
with
the
inhabitants
of
this
town.
of March, 1817, the accounts (then unset displayed throughout the United States.
success has attended the Persians, who are
There
are,
however,
a
few
persons
still
alive,
A
strong
hope
is
entertained
that
these
peo

tled) amounted to one hundred and three
actually near Ezerum, after defeating the
millions, sixty-eight thousand, eight hun ple will recover their independence, and re whose parents would undoubtedly have re
Turkish troops 12,000 in number. Such
ceived
some
knowledge
of
a
circumstance
sume
their
equal
station
among
the
nations
dred and seventy-six dollars and forty-one
which, * their immediate ancestors, who events cannot but prolong the termination
cents, of which, on the 30th of Sept, of the of the earth.
A great effort has been made in Spain must have lived at the time when it is said of existing evils.
present year ninety-three millions, one hun
There is a report current here, that
dred & seventy-five thousand, three hundred and Portugal to improve the condition of to have taken place, from that fondness for
the
Capt.
Pasha of the Turkish fleet (then
the
marvellous
peculiar
to
those
times,
would
and liinety-six dollars & fifty-six cents, had the people, and it must be very consoling to
in the Gulph of Patras) had seized an Ioni
been settled, leaving on that day a balance all benevolent minds, to see the extraordina have delighted in telling to their children.
an vessel, which was taking provisions to
unsettled of nine millions eight hundred and ry moderation with which it has been con But though no tradition of this phenomenon
the Greeks or facilitating their flight—and
I
is
preserved
by
these
persons,
there
must
ducted.
That
it
may
promote
the
happi

ninety-three thousand, four hundred and
hung
the Captain.—This circumstance be
seventy-nine dollars and eighty-five cents. ness of both nations, is the ardent wish ofj have been some foundation for the relations
ing
made
known to Capt. Hope of the Rhine
of
these
writers
;
as
one
of
them,
who
does
That there had been drawn from the Trea this whole people, to the expression of
Frigate, his first Lieutenant was sent on
sury, in paying the public debt, and sus which we confine ourselves ; for, whatever not even express a doubt, as to the fact of
board the Pasha’s ship, to demand restitu
taining the government in all its operations may be the feelings or sentiments, which such ah occurrence, then resided in the
tion of the vessel taken, and satisfaction
and disbursements, since the 4th of March every individual under our government has town of Scarborough; the second, then gov
for hanging the Captain, who received for
ernor
of
Connecticut,
received
his
intelli

1817, one hundred and fifty-seven millions, a right to indulge and express, it is, never
answer—4 That he would do well to go agence
from
two
respectable
persons
living
theless,
a
sacred
maxim,
equally
with
the
one hundred and ninety-nine thousand, three
bout his business, or he would run the risk,
hundred and eighty dollars, and ninety-six government and people, that the destiny of near the spot where the event occurred ;
of being hung also.” On this being report
and
the
account
of
the
last
was
written
cents, the accounts for which have been set every independent nation, in what relate^
ed to Capt. Hope, he went on board the
tled to the amount of one hundred and thir to such improvements, of right belongs, and when the memory of it was fresh in the minds
Pasha’s ship personally, and was replied to
ty-seven millions, five hundred and one ought to be left, exclusively to themselves. of all the inhabitants of the town. There is
Whether we reason from the late wars, no doubt that all of their narrations, refer if not in the same words, in something to
thousand, four hundred and fifty-one dolíai s
the same purpose.—He in consequence call
and twelve cents, leaving a balance unset or from those menacing symptoms which to the same occurrence.
ed to iiis assistance five other men of war
Joselyn,
in
his
voyages
to
New-England
now
appear
in
Europe,
it
is
manifest,
that,
tied of nineteen millions, six hundred and
then cruizing in the Archipelago, and an
ninety^seven thousand, nine hundred and if a convulsion should take place in any of remarks, that in the year 1670, u at a place
chored
opposite the Turkish fleet.—The
called
Kennebunk
which
is
in
the
province
twenty-nine dollars and eighty-four cents. those countries, it will proceed from causes
positive result of the monoeuvre is not
■—For precise details respecting each of which have no existence, and are utterly of Maine, not far from the river side a piece
known—though some pretend to say an
these balances, I refer to the report of the unknown in these States, in which there is of clay ground was thrown up by a miner
engagement took place and some Turkish
Comptroller, and thexdocuments which ac but one order, that of the people, to whom al vapour (as was supposed) over the tops
the sovereignty exclusively belongs. Should of high oaks that grew between it and the ships sunk ; this appears rather exaggera
company it.
From this view it appears, that our com war break out in any of those countries, river, into the river, stopping the course ted, but that some such dispute exists iapus
mercial differences with France and Great who can foretell the extent to which it may thereof, and tearing a hole forty yards itive.
«At Scalanova the Turks are making
Britain have been placed in a train of ami be carried, or the desolation which it may square, wherein were thousands of clay bul
great
preparations to attack Samos.—The
cable arrangement, on conditions fair and spread ? Exempt as we are from these cau lets and pieces of clay in shape like the bar
Samiots
are a very brave people, and with
rel!
of
a
musket.
”
honourable, in both instances, to each par ses, our internal trahquility is secure ; and,
ty ; that our finances are in a very produc distant as we are from the troubled scene, Ina letter of governor Wenthrop,in Birch’s such an example before them as Scio, will
tive state, our revenue being at present fully and faithful to first principles, in regard to History of the Royal Society of London, is probably defend themselves to the last pos
competent to all the demands upon it ; that other ¡»owers, we might reasonably pre the following account of this event. « The sible effort rather than surrender.
« The weather has been fine and crop of
our military forcé is well organized in all sume* that we should not be molested by relation which I am now presenting to your
its branches, and capable of rendering the them. This, however, ought not to be cal Lordship is of a very strange and prodigious figs better than known for the last ten
most important service, in case of emergen culated on as certain. Unprovoked inju wonder this last summer in this part of the years.”
cy, that its number will admit of ; that due ries are often inflicted ; and even the pecu world. There was a hill near Kennebunk
THE SMYRNA PAPER.
progress has been made, under existing ap liar felicity of our situation, might, with river, in the province of Maine, which is
Contains
some articles of intelligence which
removed
out
of
its
place
and
the
bottom
turn

propriations. in the construction of fortifi some, be a cause for excitement and ag
cations, and in the operations of the Ord gression. The history of the late wars in ed' upwards. The relation I have from we have translated. It also contains an
nance Department ; that due progress has, Europe furnishes a complete demonstra creditable persons respecting it is this, viz. editorial article on the subject of affairs in
in like manner, been made in the construc tion, that no system of conduct, however that the hill being almost eight rods from the Morea, which represent the Greek
tion of ships of war ; that our navy is in the correct in principle, can protect neutral Kennebunk river side, on the west side of cause in that peninsula as being next to
best condition, felt and respected in every powers from injury, from any party ; that the river, about four miles from the sea, hopeless. We hardly know flow to recon
sea in which it is employed for the protec a defenceless position, and distinguished was removed from its place over the dry cile its statements with those given in the ation of our commerce ; that our manufac love of peace, are the surest invitations to land, about eight rods or perches, and over bove extract of a letter. The article is a
tures have augmented in amount, and im war ; and that there is no way to avoid it, the tops of trees between the hill and the long one, and we have not time to translate
proved in quality ; that great progress has other than by being always prepared and river, leaping, as it were, over them into it entire. It commences by saying, that
been made in the settlement of accounts, and willing, for just cause, to meet it. If there the river where it was placed, the upper « if any thing can give an idea of the un
in the recovery of the balances due by indi be a people on earth, whose more especial part being downward, and dammed up the happy condition of the Peloponnesus, it is
viduals ; and that the utmost economy is duty it is, to be at all times prepared to de river, till the watter did work its self a pas the divisions which prevailed among the
secured and observed in every department fend the rights with which they are blessed, sage through it. The length of the hill Greek Chiefs, before the last arrival of the
of the administration.
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i .’urks in the peninsula, and the reoccupa
tion of Corinth by them.” It then states,
lat the consequence of those divisions, was
t ¡je displacement from the Greek Counsels,
f Prince Mavrocordato, who is character
ised as a man of the greatest judgment, injlligence, and patriotism ; and of the Min
; ster Negri, who united the most estimable
I’rdities ; and the elevation of Prince Ypsanti, whom it calls, 44 both physicially
nd morally, the most ordinary man of aft
rreece.” It then describes the Peloponne11ns as being without law, order or disciline; that its militia were scattered over
tie whole country, without rallying points,
r encampment, and totally unable to face
t ie enemy ; & that in their desperation they
••ere unconscious of the abyss which was
reparing for them under their feet, It
ifi be recollected that the date of this pa
1 er is only three days prior to that of tite
tier which we have alluded to.

that a body of Brazilian troops, under a
French General arrived near Pernambuca,
had advanced to the outposts of that city,
and would probably invest and attack it.
All the accounts from Brazil, indicated, that
the Portuguese royalists had but little con
fidence in their being able to stand their
ground in the two places they occupied;
and that they were extremely destitute of a
very material materiel in carrying on war
—money.
According to the last advices from Brazil. Don Pedro had been proclaimed Em
peror, and had declared war agaihst Portu
gal ;—They add that a regiment of Portu
guese regulars had joined his standard,
and that he offered a bounty of 60 dollars
to every soldier who followed their exam
ple. x

THE

EXTRACT OF A LETTER.

Cortes of Spain, is to bé made the 1st De might be expected froni them in the hour of
cember.”
-—.
danger and calamity.
The Havana papers contain an official
We understand that none of the buldings
despatch of Capt. Poncé, commander of the destroyed, were insured.—The loss of
•Spanish brig of war, Marte; dated Nov. Messrs; Bradbury and Allen is considera
14th giving an account of his cruise against ble, though nearly all their goods and furni
the pirates. After mentioning his having ture were saved. But little of the property
fallen in with a pilot-boat schooner which belonging to the occupants of the building
he brought too, and which proved to have in which the firb commenced could be re
been fitted from the ü. S. sch. Alligator, moved. Their loss is, therefore, great;
mounting a 12-pounder, manned by Anglo- they having lost nearly their all^
Americans, and commanded by a Midship
man of the Alligator, he adds, that having
I11MEXLÌL.
thus ascertained that a vessel in sight was the
Alligator, he directed his officer to offer herMARRIED—In Portsmouth, by the Rev.
his services, &to put himself under the orders Mr. Streeter, Capt. John Davis, of Kennebunk.
of her commander, to act in combination, Port, to Miss Elizabeth. Salter Smith, of the
in destroying the pirates, and recapturing former place.
any vessels they had taken
Her com
mander, be added, returned his warmest
OBITUMiE.
acknowledgements for the assistance sent
him, but that it was then unnecessary, as
DIED—In Waterborough, Benjamin Piercje,
the pirates jbad secured themselves. He Esq. aged 47then learnt the particulars, of the action be
In this town, oh Sunday morning last, Mn
tween the heats of tile Alligator, and the pi Stephen Smith, aged 53. .
rates. Alluding to the killed and wounded
In Wells, Mr. Samuel Hill.
in this action Capt. P. says, “ Among the
In Alfred, Oct. 25th, Mr. William C. Mar.
former, was the valiant Capt. Allen, shall, aged 87. also Nov. 20th Mr. Nehemiah
whose loss will ever be lamented ; for be Marshall, aged 34.
In Hollis, Mr. Joshua Danielson, aged 50(
sides the many qualities which adorned
him, he possessed a well-known courage, '
which was unfortunately but too well con
Kennebunk Marine List.
firmed in this last glorious action.”

44 BAHIA, OCT. 20
’ranslatiohsfrom a Smyrna paper of Sept.
The whole of the coast of the Brazil27.
vvith the exception of the cities of Bahia
PATRAS, AUG. 29. .
and Pernambuca, áre in possession of what
Navarin, Napoli de Matvasia, and Trip- are called the Patriots, (Whigs) i. e. the
itza, continue in the hands of the Greeks, I party in favour of a government indepen
he Turks have made an unsuccessful at- dent of Portugal, and which have the Prince
mpt on this last place. After much loss Regent for the Chief; and are composed
ey have returned to this place from their of some native Portuguese, a large propor
Iortive expedition. Massolonghi has alsotion of the native citizens from European
en attacked, but has not as. yet ■submitted stocks, and the whole body of the Brazilian
the Ottoman arms. It is said, that the Creoles, or Indians. They are opposed by
ENTERED.
•ince Mdvrocordato, [President of the the Portuguese troops, and many of the of
Dec. 6—flrig Agenoria, Mitchel, Boston.—Schr.
j recian Congress,] who was in this place, fice holders and their partisans (Tories.)
Rapid, Huff, Port-au-prince, with coffee to Smith
is left it, and put himself at the head of a A civil war has broken out between them.—
Bradbury.;
pdy of Suliotes. We are approaching the The Patriots have commenced operations S.lTURD.ì!', DECEMBER 14, 18-22.
CLEARED.
htastrophe of this drama.—-Yet as the fa- against this city and Pernambuca ; and
7—Brig Leo, ToWnson, Trinidad.
FROM PERU.
t 1 moment to the Greeks approaches, a the Tory authorities which govern them
11— Schr. Lewis, Webber, Boston—Brig Claris«
The following is an extract of a letter receiv sa, Piper, Porto Rico.
airage of dispair induces them to prolong have adopted measures of defence, and are
ed in New-York, from a Spanish gentleman at
12— New Brig Herschel, Davis, N. Orleans.
J’e contest* The isthmus of Corinth is in expectation of succours from Europe. Jt
Peura, near Lima, dated August 6, 1822.
The channel at the entrance of Kennebunk har
holly defenceless.
is very evident, if the Brazil Whigs are u" San Martin arrived at Guayaquil on the bour is much improved since building the last pier
nited in favor of Independence, that so fee 26th July, and having had a conferance v.’ith on the eastern side of the bar; and vessels can no\^
■
: tier, (<m island of the Archipelago) avg. ble a power as Portugal can never copquer Bolivar, he returned on the 28th—He is now be got out and in with much laiss inconvenience than
6. The island of Spezzia is deserted.— them, nor make but small impression upon on his passage towards Callao, and from the at any former period.
JI its inhabitants have fled to Hydra, with them, distracted as her finances are, and time that has elapsed, we presume he will not
PORT OF SACO—Entered.
eir effects. Forty-five vessels from Ip- situated as she is at three thousand miles touch at Payta. The division of Peru, compos
Nov. 29—Sch. Adno, Woodsurii, Dorhinico*
i ro also arrived at Hydra, the 17th, where distance. The danger is, that the Brazil ed of 2000 men, and the battalions of Yagane- Rum, Molasses, Sugar and Coffee to Leland &
•ey were resolved to defend themselves, ian Whigs may fall out by the way, as soon che and Civicas de Guayaquil, are on board-*-- Chadwick, J. B. Thornton, jr. and Master.
die Captain of an Austrian vessel, who left as the external pressure, winch now unites We cannot say whether Bolivar will spare more
Dec. 6—Brig Clio, Morrill, St. Eustatia,
egropont the 19th inst; has assured us, them, ceases. A majority now appears in troops.
Rum, Molasses; Sugar and Salt, to Jonathan
hat the island enjoyed perfect tranquility ; favor of a Representative Monarchy, with
tf I have just seen a letter from Canion, men Tucker.
hat the Greeks were determined to re Don Pedro, a very gallant and amiable
MEMORANDA;
tioning the arrival of a ship at Pacarmayor with
tain patiently in order and submission ; Prince, of about 24 years of age; for their the intelligence of a disturbance in Lima on the
Ar. at Newburyport, sloop George, Chand
nd that their Archbishop has made pres- King or Emperor. But a considerable por 28th, headed by the Marquis of Torre Tagle ler, Saco, wood i Sch. Brave, —, Kenne
Jletos.
It
,
ttsto
in token of his tion of the statesman of the country, appear and the Carriones. The Minister of State, bunk, wood.
_______
llx__the
, ______
,Turkish
__ x, __ fPasha,
Lelity and devotion.
to prefer a Representative Republican gov Monte Agudo, was arrested for endeavoring to
Ar. at Portland, brig Sabat, Gould; of
RACT.
1j Yesterday
Yesterdav the English
R-no
corvette Rose ar- ernment, with an elective head. What the procure signatures to support either his own Wells, from Aquin, coffee, logwood and hides.
Smyrna, Sept, SOj
At Port au Prince, Nov. H, brigs Boston
k’ed here, and sails to-morrpw for Athens. result will be, time will tell. The events coronasion or that of San Martin. They accuse
J According to the latest accounts from the in this country must become very interest him of embezzling two millions of dollars, and Packet, Emery, for Boston, 2 days—-Byron, for
from the Mores,
('chipelago, the Turkish squaflron had en ing in the United States; whether it is it is said he has declared Peru a confederate Re Kennebunk, 18.
i upper hand of the
Capts. White and Crediford, of Kennebunk,
ded the waters of Hydra. There was considered in the light of a neighbor on the public with Colombia. This great occurrence
destroyed their arlard at Hydra a smart cannonade, which same continent, or having many features in was preceded by the conflagration of the palace, were to sail from St. Thomas, 13th ulh
r Corinth. Equal
dited two days, without their being able to common with her elder sister, the United and all the papers of the ministers of war, reve
Persians, who are
VESSELS SPOKEN.
..certain what it was. It was supposed to Stales. The population of Brazil is now nue and state, with only a few exceptions of the
Lat. 37, Ion. 59^ brig Sally, of Haliifax, S
after defeating the
latter,
were
consumed.
an engagement between the Ottoman about that of the American colonies when
in number. Such
<$ By the post we learnt the great discontent days out, for Barbadoes; and supplied the
uuadron, and an armament of the island- they declared independence, in 1776—Ris
that
reigned in Lima, the people publicly com Forest, of Kennebunk, ar. at N. York.
g the termination
js. The Turks when seen going in «had ing two millions. The Brazilian provinces,
36 vessels including transports; and the are one less. They are twelve, viz, Pars, plaining of the conduct of their chiefs, who
Extract of a letter from Capt. Lord, of brig
current here, that
ireek flotilla was then 8 miles off. The Maranham, Seara, Pernambuco, Bahia, from a desire of amassing money had not already Sarah Morrill, dated Matanzas, Nov. 15.—.«‘I
concluded the war, nor pacified the country.
furkish fleet (then
Ain port of Hydra is defended by two Minos Geraes, Rio Jancrio, St. Paul, Rio
“ The people of Lima, tired ou one side with was taken, Sth inst. about 40 miles to windward
had seized an lonittteries of twelve guns each, besides a Grand, Goyaz, and Malta Grofo. They
the
ifnmense weight they bore, and on the oth of this, by the pirates, and after being in their
king provisions to
flverin mounted on a mill. Two other are called Capitanías. Brazil like the Ü. er excited by the threats of Cantarac, have been possession 16 hours, the Alligator hove in sight*
g their flight—and
aali ports are also defended by batteries, States has her ridge of Alleghany moun roused up, and some steps have been taken. and they left us. They did not take much of as circumstance beipe determination of the Greeks to defend tains, which run parallel with her coast Cantarac has his army in a respectable footing, ny value from me—we were robbed of softie
. Hope of the Rhine
iemselves on a mere rock, against the nearly twenty degrees of latitude, making and with the destruction of upwards of 2000 clothes, provisions, and money.”—Palladium.
nant was sent on
pole force of the Ottoman Empire, prom Atlantic and Interior provinces.
Being men under the command of Domingo Tristan,
to demand rcstituts well, and shews great energy of soul, situated S. of the Equator, the northern at Yea, he has so much weakened the power of
, and satisfaction
tut in our view we cannot help lamenting provinces produce cotton, sugar, tobacco Lima, that in his proclamations he already offers
, who received for
I because we see in it only the consequen- and coffee ; the middle contain immense us pardon if we wish to avail of it in time.
ATS and Corn Wanted, for which Cash will
be paid by
il do well to go ab of an unequal contest.
“ The elections for deputies are now going
mines of gold and diamonds, found princi
would run the risk,
pally, in the beds of the mountain torrents ; forward j some time will however elapse before
I this being report
SALONICA, SEPT. 3.
the southern produce wheat and cattle in a- they are concluded, but if clever and useful mem
Kennebunk Port, Dec. 13, 1822.
¿Every thing is tranquil here, and in Ma- bundance ; and the immense forests of the bers are elected, we believe a great deal of good
rent on board the
and was replied to
flonia and Thessaly.—Aboulabout Pacha country abound with various kinds of wood is yet to be expected.”
in something to
mtinues to . preserve the utmost order, useful for dying and cabinet work. The
II consequence call- , isuf Bey left here the 18th of August, commerce of this country is principally en
FIRE.
-All demands appertaining to the late firm of
ither men ot war
Ith several thousand men, for the Morea, grossed by the British who have had a very
At about half past 8 o’clock on the eve
¿teasing
his
army
as
he
proceeded.
Mahipelago, andanbeneficial commercial Treaty with the Por ning of the 7th instant, a fire }jroke out in
J other troops have left this place for th^ tuguese, and have almost glutted the coun Saco, in a two story wooden building, occu
rkish fleet.—The
will be removed from the store of Thomas Drex^
ijohoeuvre is not
ininsula. Our gulph is at present free try with their manufactures.
Should a pied by three poor families, situated in a & Co. on the first of February next.—The book ac
Jm
piratps.
rctend to say an
Brazilian government be permanently es thickly settled part of the village; and such counts that remain unsettled at this time will be put
mtl some Turkish
tablished, 1 have no doubt, the preference was the progress the fire had made before in suit without further notice.
Kennebunk^ Dec. 13, 18x2»
rather exaggeraSYRA, SEPT. 18.
will be given to the commerce of the United it was discovered and assistance could be
i^We enjoy perfect tranquility. There States ; and a great market be found not rendered, and the rapidity with which it
spute exists is pos
: above 50 vessels in this port. A divis- only for several of our staple articles, but spread, trie building in a few minutes being
?urks are making . ' of the Algerine and Egyptian flotilla the surplus of the products of our growing enveloped in flames, that all exertions to
i separated from the Turkish fleet, and manufacturers, and our ingenious handy save it proved abortive. It was entirely Constantly for Sale at fair prices
tek Samos.—The
j people, and with
eered Candia.
consumed together with a block of two
craftmen.”
ohn
illie
large three story wooden buildings stand
lem as Scio, will
Opposite “ the Cheap Cash Store,”
trhe Turkish Government has not only
ing within a few feet of the above, one owned
£es to the last posKennebunk, Dec. 7, 1822.
nised to send a Minister to the Congress
Mail article».
by Dr. J. Allen&occupied by him as a dwell
rrender.
vFerona : but has solemnly protested aing house ; the other owned and occupied
n fine and crop ot
imst the inteference oi the European Sovby Messrs. Edward & Cotton Bradbury as
for the
ten
CHARLESTON, NOV. 28.
iigns in their affairs with the Greeks ;
We have advices from Cuba to a late a dwelling bouse and Grocery Store. Sev "TITANTED a quantity of CEDAR POSTS, is
the course of the ensuing winter—inquire
)o they assert are as much their subjects, date.
eral other buildings in the vicinity, were ▼ ▼
of the Printer
¿he
Polamlers
are
subject
to
Russia,
and
threatened
by
the
devouring
element
with
((
HAVANA,
NOV.
1
8.
PAPER,..
Kennebunk, Bee. T, 1822.
!1 East-1 ndians subject to England. Mah• intelligence whic»
Advices have been received here from immediate destruction, but, by the spirited
! ud adds, that when he finds he cannot, Spain, that Don Vives (late Minister to the exertions of the Citizens, aided by their
also contains an
' nagc his subjects, and their affairs, fie Ü. S.) is appointed Governor Gen. of Cuba. neighbours from Biddeford and the Bidde
[biect of affairs m
11 call for the interference of his Chris- The same advices, indicate, that the politi ford Engine Company, they were preserv
sse»t <he Greek
1 neighbors, but not before.
THE
cal relations of Great-Britain and Spain ed. Great credit is due to the Fire Wards,
as being next io
had assumed a favorable basis ; and that the Fire Society and the Engine-men and
1owWw‘'’rf:con'
I PORTUGUESE EXPEDITION.
England had appointed Sir William A’Court in fact to all for their great exertions on
ose given in theaLn English brig, which has arrived in as a new Minister to Spain, in the room of this occasion. The conduct of the females,
Tlie article is a
azil, reported, that in lat. 30 deg. (no Mr. Wellesley ; and that Spain had ap too, is entitled to the highest commendation. by the Groce, Dozen or single for sale at the
,t time to transUte
: e given) she spoke a Portuguese' squad- pointed Don Zarco del Valle, Minister to Some of the first young ladies in the village, store of the subscriber. Traders, and others
bv saying. tl>a£
f of one 74, and nine smaller vessels and London. Nearly two millions had arrived were seen .passing
an idea of the >m_ Water in the lines and will be supplied by the groce or dozen as low as
at
Cadiz
in
a
French
corvette
from
Vera
I
carrying
goods
front
the buildings in dan- can be purchased in the State.
nsports,
with
3000
troops,
bound
for
;|oponncsus, 1 .
ilia.
ger, acting
with a spirit,
BARNABAS PALMER,
Cruz.
L
~
- energy, coolness
railed among
44
The
election
of
new
Deputies
to
the
1
and
fortitude,
that
gave
evidence
of
what
'2apt.
Burnham,
from
Bahia,
informs,
jKenngbvnk,
Nev.
1,182t.
i«st arrival of the
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JOHN L. BRIGGS.
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, WANTED,
QUANTITY of Ship Timber & Planr,
suitable for a vessel of about 180 tons
burthen, by

A
From the New Monthly Magazine.

FAVE.
What b fame an empty bubble
Floating on a sea of trouble,
Hard to win, but easy lost,
Seldom valued ar its cost ;,
Sought by all by few obtain’d,
Not enjoy’d when it is gain’d ;
Like the echo of the horn,
Like the dew at early moru,
Glittering for awhile, and then
Soon it vanishes again ; . *
When the trumpets sound is 0 er,
Echo answers then no more;
Mortals see the empty prize
Ghtfring in their eager eyes ;
Emulation fires the heart,
Envy prompts with meaner art,
Pale revenge and angry strife,
Then creep in t’ embitter life ;
He who thirsts for fame will find
Little real peace of mind,
Ever anxious to obtain it,
Anxious still if he should gam it j
’Tis indeed an empty bubble,
Floating on a sea of trouble.

MisceUaaeous
From a London Paper.

EFFECTING J1NECG0TE.
At the Anniversary meeting of the South
ampton Auxiliary .Bride Society, on ihursday, the Rev. Legh Richmond related to
the meeting the following anecdote
By a
sudden burst of water into one of the New
castle Collieries 35 men and 41 lads were
driven into a distant part of the pit, from
which there was no possibility of return,
until the water should have been di’awn oil.
While this was being effected, though all
possible means were used, the whole
number gradually died from starving
or from suffocation.
When the bodies
were drawn up from the pit, seven of
the youths was discovered in a cavern sep
arate from the rest Among these was one
of peculiarly moral and religious habits,
whose daily reading of the sacred Scrip
tures to his widowed mother, when be came
up from bis labor, had formed the solace of
her lonely condition. After his funeral a
sympathising friend of the neglected poor
went to visit her; and while the mother
showed him, as the relic of her son, his Bi
ble, worn and soiled with constant perusal,
he happened to cast his eyes on a caudle
box, with which as a miner, he had been
furnished, and which had been brought up
from the pit with him ; and there he discov
ered the following affecting record of the
filial affection and steadfast piety of the
youth. In the darkness of the suffocating
pit, with a bit of pointed iron, Jie bad en
graved on the box his last message to bis
mother in these words
“ Fret not, my
dear mother; for we were singing and
praising God, while we had time. Mother,
follow God more than ever I did. Joseph
be a good lad to God and mother.5’ Mr.
Richmond produced the box which he had
borrowed of the widow, under a solemn
promise of returning a relic so precious to
a mother’s heart.

IMS FOR SALE,

250 Hhds. good Turks Isl-

and Salt.
10 do. W. I. Rum,
KENWElrtJNK LANDING,
10 do. Molasses,
50 Barrels No 1 and 2 Mackerel,
At the store formerly occupied by Capt. John
50 do. Sup. fine Flour,
Bourne.-—Who has for Sale a good assort
Sugar, Coffee, Beef, Pork. Fish, Iron, &c.
ment of
Kennebunk-Port, Nov 22, 1822.

GEORGE W. BOURNE,

rp RADERS and others may constantly be sup.
JL pned with the

Maine Farmers’ and Christian Al
manacs f&r the year 1823,

at the Book Store of Joseph G. Moody, with the
following Books, Stationary &c.
Murrays large and small Grammar.
Do. English Reader, Columbian Orator,
Christian Orator, a new and excellent work for
Schools.
Blairs Rhetorick, Whelpleys Cornpend or History,
Pikes’, Walsh’s, Welch’s, Adams’, Merrills’ and
Colburns Arithmetics.
Cummings, Adams’ and Morse’s Gebgraphys with
—ALSO—
ANTED by the subscriber Ship Timber and
and without At lasses,
Wanted a few thousand Cords of
Plank, for which a fair price will be given. Large and small Bibles, and Testaments.
MICHAEL WISE.
Walkers, Perrys, and Johnsons Dictionary’s.
Kennebunk, N&v. 22, 1822.
Blunts Coast Pilot, Bowditch Navigator.
Writing and Cyphering Books.
for which good payment will be made at a fair
Writing and Letter Paper, Quills.
price.
Websters and Pickets Spelling Books.
N/’For further particulars call and see.
LL persons indebted to the subscriber, either Village Harmony, Songs of the Temple.
Kennebunk Landing, Nov 29, 1822?
by note or account are requested to call, settle
BLANK BOOKS
and pay according to agreement ; and where there
of
every
description
at the lowest prices,
j,.
is no particular agreement, and their accounts have
been standing more than one year, they are request
ANA WAY from the subscriber on the 26th ed to make immediate payment. Those who ne
Has been lately appointed by the Publishing
inst. an indented apprentice by the name of glect this notice it will be presumed are waiting to
SAMUEL CHRISTEY, about thirteen years of age;
be called upon in some other way ; but it is hoped Fund Boston as their agent for the purpose of di$,
all persons are forbid harbouring or trusting said they will blame none but themselves, should he be seminating Religious and Moral Tracts.
boy on my account, as they would avoid the penalty under the necessity of resorting to coercive meas
When it is considered how sensible the infant
of the law in such oases made and provided.-—Any ures.
mind is to early impressions, and how much the fd
person who will return him, shall receive the above
He would likewise inform those who may want ture religious and moral character, depends upon
reward and no charges paid.
Shoes or Boots, that he can supply them at short these impressions, and that these books cost but a.,
REUBEN LITTLEFIELD.
bout one third as much as others of the same size
notice.
and qua ity, it is hoped that every person, who i
Kennebunk, Nov 29,1822.
(¡mere ted in the improvement of youth, will earn,
Those who have hides to sell, will do well to call esdy assist in their circulation.
Kennebunk, Nov. 9, 1822.
on the subscrider, where they can receive six dol
J5OR Sale a Cow, about four years old or she will lars per hundred.
be exchanged for a new milck cow, or one
RALPH CURTIS.
that will calve in the course of a few weeks, a liber Kennebunk, Nov. 22, 1822.
al difference will be given for a good cow. For fur
ther particulars enquire at the Gazette Office.
Kennebunk, Nov. 29, 1822.

English, W. I. Goods, Gro
ceries, tyc. .
CORD WOOD,

Ship Timber Wanted.

W

To whom it may Concern.

A

One Cent Reward.

Vol. XV.
g®®®?®?®??

I Conditio
J course of thè
¡ all arrearages

' CO’

W’ïïi
nesB is futun

Joseph G. Moody,

R

Hides Wanted.

Cowjor Sale or Exchange.

I

Notice.

Notice.

W

Sheriff’s Sale.

Englis

A variety of
Black Sinch
Black and gi
Pink, green,
¡Black and
for I
¡Black, blue,
Bandanna, fl
Cotton Hdk
Do. B rke^
A large lot <
Black and w
Black and w
J Tí II OIXTAirxr
felack and'Cc
plack and c<
Garniture, 11
HEATON’S noted Itch Ointment which M
ings,
stood the test of all other ointment, an(
farrow Tap
which has always been sold at fifty cents per Box is
pong oh^wl
now reduced to thirty seven and a half.
PASSIMEI
Also—Doct. Davenport’s BILIOUS PILLS.
at rec
For
the
time
these
Pills
have
been
offered
to
th
har
public, the sales ot them have exceeded the most
Caroline and
sanguine expectations of the proprietor, which nd
An excellent
be fairly considered an acknowledgment of that
Artier
many virtues.
i<4 64 whi
A fresh supply of the above is kept in Keo;
nets,
nebunk by J. LILLIE—in Kennebunk-Port by Doctl
Black and co
J. N. Langdon—in Wells by N. Morrill—in Dove
by Wheeler & Tufts—by the Druggist in Portiatí
Fine Irish L
and Boston, and by some persons in the principle
Silk and Ta!
towns from Maine to Georgia.
Nankin, Ital
Also‘ Wheaton’s well known JAUNDIC1
BITTERS, for sale as above.
Ladies’ sflk,
Kennebunk, March >, 182».
do
Carpet Bine
Jmtlemen’s
Ladies’ blacl

ANTED by the subscriber 500, Slaughter
At a Court ofProbate held at Limerick^ avitbin and
Hides, fot which the highest price will be
for the counts of York, on the tiventy eighth day
given in Cash or good Leather.
of October, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun
EDMUND PEARSON.
dred and twenty two.
Kennebunk, Nov. 22, 1822.
13 EN J AMIN EMERY, Executor of the last will
and testament of Elisha Libby, late of Bux
ton, in said county, yeoman deceased, having pre
sented bis first account of administration of the es
HEREAS Phebe RoSs, my wife, has left my
tate of said deceased for allowance.
bed and board without any provocation on
ORDERED, that the said Executor give notice
my part whatever ; this is to forbid all persons
to all persons interested, by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively, in bouring or crediting her on my account, as I shall
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Kennebunk, pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
NOAH ROSS.
and in the Eastern Argus, printed at Portland, that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held at
Shapleigb, Nov. 19, 1822.
Alf red in said county, on the fourth Monday of De
cember next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and shew cause, if any they have, why the same
shouid not be allowed.
flpAKEN on Execution, and wiil
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
York, ss. JL
soId at Public Auctioirj on
GEO-TfiACHEft>Æf/r.
Saturday the 14th day of December next, at
/
,
two o’clock in the afternoon at the store of John
At a Court of Probate held at York, within and for s
ard< :Qn> esquire in Alfred, all the right in
the county of York, on the twenty fifth day ff
John Lqw> of L
,
vember, m the year of our Lord eighteen hundred 4 j
.
,
U««
and twenty two.
county> ha8 Jn ^eeming the following de8MARGARET STAPLES, Administratrix of cribed mortgaged real estate situate in said Ly
the estate of Andrew Staples, late of Kenne- man, on the road leading from Alfred to Saco
bunk Poat, in said county, yeoman, deceased, hav- on the south side of said read, and adjoining
ing presented her first account of administration of jand of Nathaniel Low, and land lately occuthe estate of said deceased; for allowance.
. j / John Clark, containing thirty-two acres
The most valuable Medicine in use for
ORDERED, that the said administratrix give
J
;u tbe buJ>
and
COUGHS AND CONSUMPTIONS.
notice to ail persons interested, by causing a copy more
&
of this order to be published three weeks succes- the appurtenances thereunto belonging, subject Fg^HIS new and healing Balsam bids fair to
sively in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at Ken- to
t a mortgage to Jonathan Farnum, of Alfred' A every Medicine heretofore discovered
Coughs, and complaints of the lungs, leading t(.
nebunk, that they may appear ata Probate Court to corner,
Consumption, and even in seated consumptions i
be held at Alfred in said county on the fourth MonBENJ. J- HERRICK, D. Sheriff.
has lately been used by many with the most sm
day of December next, at ten of the clock in the
Alfredf^ov. 13? 1822
prising success. It certificates from persons of tbl
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
highest respectability, the great and increasing de
the same should not be allowed.
mand for it, may be called proof of its good effects,
JONAS CLARK, Judge.
it is proved. Scarcely a case of Colds, Cough, paii
Copy, Attest,
¿n the side, difficulty of breathing, want of sleep aris
GEO. THACHER, Reg’r.
AKEN in Execution, and to be I ing from debility or even Consumptions, but mas
November, 29. 1822.
' York,ss
sold at Publicu Vendue,
vcuuuc, on
via the j! be relieved by the timely use or
of this Medicine.
Medicine.^ M
AVARICE OUTWITTED.
21st day of December next ;j at three or the ny certificates of its efficacy accompany each bottlf
clock in the afternoon at Alfred Hotel, kept by ¿TForthe further satisfaction of the public, the fol
The case of John Eyre, who though
Charles Griffin, Esq. in Alfred, in said county lowing certificates are offered for perusal:
Copy ofa letter to Mr. Loremo Bull, druggiity Hal\
worth upwards of 30,000/. was convicted
77 Execution, «herein
ford.
at the old Bailey, and sentenced to trans York, ss.
Huntress has in the farm on which he now lives
Daniel Walker, of KenneSir-—I am a man about sixty years of age, art
portation, for stealing eleven quires of com
and occupies ; the same being mortgaged to John I have been afflicted from my infancy with a cougi
bunk, in said county, Trader, is creditor and
mon writing paper, was rendered more
Holmes and Charles Griffin, Esqrs. for the sum i more than people in general; especially when
will be sold at Public Vendue, on Saturday the
of one hundred and fifteen dolla-s, with interest ; took cold ; but in the summer of 1817,1 took avij
memorable by the opportunity which it gave
21st day of December next ; at the ¿welling
Junius to impeach the integrity of Lord house of N Burnham of Waterborough, in said annually—Reference to the Records of deeds | lent cold which caused a hard cough, difficr
Mansfields who was supposed to have erred county Innholder, at one o’clock in the after for the more particular description of said es breathing and wheezing, so that it deprived me iaj
measure of sleep and at times could not lie in bed
iri admitting him to bail—An anecdote is noon, all the right in equity of Phineas Haley of tate.
which continued for more than a year, and whic
Conditions
made
known
at
the
time
and
place
related of Mr. Eyre, which shows the nat said Waterborough, yeoman, of redeeming the
got my health very low. I then heard of Dr. Ad
ural depravity of the human heart. An following real estate viz : a certain Lot or lots ;
derson’s Cough Drops, and purchased at your stoi
sa e’
qh\t n
.,°SEP1I* f
RS°N’
three bottles, which I have reason to believe hav
upcle, a gentleman of considerable proper of land situate in said Waterborough, containing ’
restored me to my former state of health, and Icai
Alfred, Nov.
,
ty, made his will in favor of a clergyman, forty-nine Acres more or less, with all the buildtruly
say that I believe them to be the best n'ledicio1
who was bis intimate friend, and commit ings thereto belonging -—Bounded by land of j
for coughs and colds now in use.
ted it to the custody of the divine. How James Knight, Orlando Bagly, Samuel Clay, I
ALEXANDER SACKETT.
ever, not long before his death, lie made Henry Hobbs and the highway, and is the same [
Warren, (Con.) March 26,1819.
another will, in which he left the clergy wheron John Carle now lives, the premises being
L
I, Samuel H. Jones, of Salisbury, do hereb'
* Holm«,
_
man only 500/. leaving the bulk of his prop- i subjest to a mortgage to the Hon. 5John
certify, that my wife has for moie than five year
been troubled with a violent Cough, difficulty
erty to his nephew and heir at law, Mr. dated Obtober 17, 1821, to secure the payment qaulity, just received and for sale byr
breathing, loss of appetite, and almost entirely dr
WILLIAM LORD.
Eyre. Soon after the old gentleman’s of six hundred and sixteen dollars, and seventyKennebunk, Nov. 15, 1822.
prived of sleep ; and having tried, as we suppose^
death, Mr. E. rummaging his drawers, nine cents, and interest.
every thing that might relieve her without receivio|
ALEX’R. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
found this last will, and, perceiving the
any benefit, 1 was induced to have her make trials
November 29, 1822.
legacy of 500/. for the clergyman, put it
Anderson’s Cough Drops, and after using two boi
ties her cough-entirely left her—-she enjoyed he
into the fire, and took possession of the
JÌTTOEJYEY JIT LJiW,
whole effects, in consequence of his uncle
HAS opened an Office in Alfred, where any ’ former sleep, which she had not done for yea«
business entrusted to him, will be faithfully and was again restored to strength. I can witl
being supposed to have died intestate. The
OTICE is hereby given, that a further term of
confidence say I believe these Drops to be-the bes
;
attended
to.
clergyman, coming to town soon after, and
two months is allowed by the Judge of Pro
;
Medicine in use for Coughs and complaints of w
Alfred, Nov. 15, 1822.
bate, for the county of York, to the creditors of
inquiring into the circumstances of his old
‘ Lungs.
JOHN MITCHELL,
j 1 March 26,1818.
S. H. JONES.
friends death, asked if he had made a will.
On being answered in the negative, he ve late of Kennebunk-Port, in said county Esq. deceas
I Caution.—Be particular that every genuine bot
tie has “Anderson’s Cough Drops” stamped on tbf
ry coolly put his hand into his pocket, and ed, to bring in their claims against his estate—and
the subscribers will attend to receive and examine
bottle; and the directions are all signed by Jame:
pulled out the former will, which had been the same at the store of Timothy Frost in Kenne
Mellen.
.
committed to his care, and in which the tes bunk, on the first Mondays of November and De
Sold by H. Butman, Portland—Joshua Huh
---- HÂVE FOR SALE—
tator had bequeathed him the whole of his cember next ; from two to four o’clock in theaftefz,
.
a
T‘
bard, Portsmouth—Wheeler & Tufts, Doverfortune, amounting to several thousand noon of said days.
by J. Mellen, Hudson, N. Y.-& b’
ROBERT TOWNE,\Commi> (
* ...
I __ .
_ — — _ . w.
w T-.
~_____ L-. — L .IxAn i »• r» <■» ? o
i JOHN
LILLIE
Kennebunk,
who has for sale a ¿*A!TV
co«
pounds, excepting a legacy of $500 to his
TIMOTHYz FROST. J sioners. I in prime order.
'
plete
assortment
of
DRUGS
Sc MEDICINES.
nephew.
Oct. 31,1822,
5 Kennebunk, Nov. 15,1822.
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Sheriff’s Sale.
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RAISINS.

Boxes of a superior

WILLIAM C. ALLEN,

John Mitchels'' Estate.
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NEW LIME.

Thomas Drew ¿f Co
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